By the numbers: New Hampshire

- 1,780 geoscience employees (excludes self-employed)
- 80 million gallons/day: total groundwater withdrawal
• $78 million: value of nonfuel mineral production in 2017
• 46 total disaster declarations, including 18 severe storm, 10 flood, and 7 snow disasters (1953-2017)?
• $15.2 million: NSF GEO grants awarded in 2017

Read more in this Geoscience in Your State Factsheet...

Agencies Working on Geoscience Issues in New Hampshire

New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
https://www.des.nh.gov/
The protection and wise management of the state of New Hampshire’s environment are the important goals of the NH Department of Environmental Services (NHDES). The department’s responsibilities range from ensuring high levels of water quality for water supplies, ecological balance, and recreational benefits, to regulating the emissions of air pollutants, to fostering the proper management of municipal and industrial waste, to managing water resources for future generations.

New Hampshire Geological Survey
https://www.des.nh.gov/land/geology
The New Hampshire Geological Survey’s mission is to collect data and perform research on the land, mineral, and water resources of the state, and disseminate the findings to the public through maps, reports, and other publications.

New Hampshire Homeland Security and Emergency Management
https://www.nh.gov/safety/divisions/hsem/
New Hampshire Homeland Security and Emergency Management (HSEM) is the state agency responsible for coordinating the planning for, responding to and recovery from major natural and manmade disaster. HSEM is part of the New Hampshire Department of Safety and is the state-level equivalent of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Maps & Visualizations

Interactive map of offshore sand and gravel resources of the United States
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management's Marine Minerals Information System (MMIS) provides an interactive map with information on offshore sand and gravel resources for 18 states on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States. The system includes: Sand and gravel resources Marine...

Search all Maps & Visualizations

Case Studies & Factsheets
Present Day Climate Change

Climate Science 101 Climate is the average of weather conditions over several decades.1,2 Geoscientists monitor modern climate conditions (1880 A.D. to present) in part by taking direct measurements of weather data (i.e., air temperature, rainfall and snowfall, wind speed, cloudiness, and so on)...

Search all Case Studies & Factsheets ➤

Webinars & Forums

Ocean Acidification Impacts on Fisheries
This webinar addresses how geoscience helps us to understand ocean acidification, ocean acidification's impacts on marine life, and what states and municipalities can do to reduce the fishery-related economic impacts of ocean acidification.

Search all Webinars & Forums ➤